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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Despite a rich literature on association between psychosocial factors, the demand-control-support (DCS)
model and burnout, there are few integrated frameworks encompassing the DCS model, burnout and intention to quit,
particularly in a technological context.
OBJECTIVE: This manuscript examines the relationships between psychosocial risks, the demand-control-support (DCS)
model, burnout syndrome and intention to quit following the introduction of new software at work.
METHODS: Data was collected from agents and advisors working at a Canadian university and using new
study management software. An online questionnaire was sent via the university’s internal mail. Finally, 112 people completed
the online survey for a response rate of 60.9%.
RESULTS: The results of structural equation modeling show that psychological demands, decision latitude and social support
are associated with burnout. It is also clear that burnout, in particular depersonalization and emotional exhaustion, is positively
associated with intention to quit.
CONCLUSIONS: The few studies that raise the negative consequences of technology on quality of life in the workplace,
and particularly on health, have not succeeded in establishing a direct link between a deterioration of health and the use of
technology. This is due to the fact that there are few epidemiological studies on the direct consequences of the use of ITC on
health.
Keywords: Demand-control-support (DCS) model, burnout, intention to quit, software

1. Introduction
Despite a rich literature on associations between
psychosocial factors, the demand-control-support
(DCS) model and burnout [1, 2], there are few integrated frameworks encompassing the DCS model,
burnout and intention to quit, particularly in a
technological context. Indeed, the repercussions of
technology on the work environment remain little
explored, which may explain why they are often
∗ Address for correspondence: Mouna Knani, Faculty of Business Administration, Université Laval, QC G1V 0A6, Canada. Tel.:
+1 418 2658833; E-mail: mouna.knani.1@ulaval.ca.

viewed as soft technologies and vectors of well-being
at work [3].
The purpose of this study is to use an integrated
framework to examine the relationships between psychosocial risks, the DCS model, burnout and intention
to quit following the introduction of new software at
work. This paper aims to theoretically examine how
technology affects the psychosocial work environment, particularly regarding psychological demands,
decision latitude and social support at work. The specific context of this study may shed new light on the
connections between psychosocial factors, burnout
syndrome and intention to quit.
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A substantive body of research has focused on
incentives that lead employees to withdraw from their
organization [4, 5]. Many factors have been identified
as causes of intention to quit, in particular: job satisfaction [6]; stress [7]; organizational change [8];
downsizing [9]; and burnout [10, 11, 12].
Studies exploring the relationship between burnout
and intention to quit have taken place primarily in the
health care sector [12–14]. Indeed, burnout syndrome
has often been limited to a few categories of professions, especially helping professionals (teachers,
nurses, physicians) [11]. On the other hand, employees operating in technology-driven environments are
also exposed to burnout [15].
Technology is considered to enhance employees’
decision-making abilities, informational competence
and communication skills [3]. It is also known to save
time, to facilitate the execution of tasks and to considerably reduce the physical demands of work [15].
In sum, it plays a strategic role in the organization.
However, studies also show that computerization and
automation are important factors affecting psychosocial atmosphere in the workplace [3, 15, 16] and
intention to quit [17]. Other studies have shown that
the inability to control the flow of information and
technology and continuous changes in work methods
lead to stress induced by the use of technology and
even to burnout [17].

2. Burnout syndrome and its dimensions
Burnout starts with chronic feelings of stress
resulting from an imbalance between organizational
demands and physical and mental capabilities [18].
Burnout is characterized by the appearance of three
progressively symptomatological traits: emotional
exhaustion, depersonalization (or cynicism), and
reduced personal accomplishment [19]. Although
burnout syndrome is not yet recognized as an occupational disease [20], a majority of researchers link it to
work organization and situate it specifically within
a stressful professional environment [18, 21–24].
Emotional exhaustion is the central emotional component of burnout that triggers the burnout process
[19]. This component points to a depletion of emotional resources caused by sustained occupational
stress. Depersonalization (cynicism) is the interpersonal dimension of burnout and points to detachment
in interpersonal relations [19]. Personal accomplishment represents the self-assessment dimension
of burnout is manifested by lowered self-esteem

and self-depreciation [20]. The continuous imbalance between work demands and capabilities leads
to emotional exhaustion [18, 25], accompanied by
attitudinal and behavioural changes, namely depersonalization and reduced personal accomplishment
[26].
Since, the interactions between emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and personal accomplishment
have been studied extensively and validated in the
literature [27, 20]. Our study will not verifies theses
hypotheses. We will direct attention to other research
hypotheses likely to make new contributions to the
existing literature.

3. Relationships between the DCS model and
burnout in a technological context
3.1. Relationship between psychological
demand and emotional exhaustion
Studies confirm the relationship between high levels of psychological demand and burnout [28–30] and
particularly emotional exhaustion [31, 32]. High levels of psychological demand significantly increase
emotional exhaustion [31, 33]. The longitudinal
study of Van der Ploeg [34] also reports positive
relationships between psychological demands, depersonalization and emotional exhaustion.
When it comes to technology change, these relationships are almost unexplored in the literature.
However, the advent of new technology has been
associated with high levels of psychological demand
[17]. According to these researchers, technology has
impacts on the pace and volume of work. The ongoing development of, and search for, new technologies
involves technical and technological change, and
their assimilation in order to improve the quality of services [35]. However, lack of training and
the complexity and inadequacy of technology systems can induce additional workload and stress for
workers [35].
Hypothesis 1. In a technological context, a positive
relationship exists between psychological demand
and emotional exhaustion
3.2. Relationships between decision latitude,
personal accomplishment and emotional
exhaustion
Studies have shown that low decision latitude
is associated with high levels of burnout [36, 37].
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Alexander [38] and Kowalski [39] show that decision latitude is negatively associated with emotional
exhaustion and depersonalization, and positively
linked to personal accomplishment. But Esciriba
Aguir [31] fail to find a significant relationship
between the use of skills (a dimension of decision
latitude) and the appearance of burnout, notably emotional exhaustion. This may be explained by the fact
that decision latitude is a regulating variable of perceived job strain [31, 36]. A recent study [23] reported
that the effect of workload on perceived job risk is
moderated by latitude decision (measured by control
over work scheduling and overtime). This effect is
reported to be weaker under conditions of high control [23]. These relationships have not been tested
following a technological change. In addition, studies reveal that employees who use technology as an
important aspect of their work follow a process that
forces them to comply with operating procedures
and requirements that decrease their decision latitude [40]. Greenan [41] hypothesize that employees
who work for a technology-driven company are more
likely to have low decision latitude. Workers are often
called upon to strictly follow instructions in the use
of the technology. This leads to a form of hyperrationalization, standardizing not only organizational
goals, but also prescribing employees’ operating
procedures [42]. In connection with this standardization, Chevallet [3] state that the employee is faced
with working according to a computerized process
that leaves no opportunity for mobilizing his skills
and knowledge. Furthermore, softwares contribute
to enhance performance during complex procedures.
However, it also affects services by depersonalizing
it, which has a negative impact on the employee’s
psychological state and job performance [3]. Indeed,
employees who face less decision latitude in the
accomplishment of their tasks and the possibility
of participating in decision making also experience
fewer feelings of personal accomplishment [3]. Other
studies have shown that some employees develop a
job-related defensive ideology as a protective mechanism against sustained job strain. It is exhibited as
depersonalization at work in order to cope with the
lack of decision latitude [43]. This leads us to hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 2. In a technological context, a positive
relationship exists between decision latitude and loss
of personal accomplishment
Hypothesis 3. In a technological context, a negative relationship exists between decision latitude and
depersonalization
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3.3. Relationships between social support,
emotional exhaustion and personal
accomplishment
Poor social support in the workplace is associated with a high level of emotional exhaustion
and depersonalization [44, 45], and a low level
of personal accomplishment [18]. Wilk [46] show
that supervisor support has a greater impact on
emotional exhaustion than psychological demand.
Studies confirm that poor social support from
superiors is linked to a high level of emotional
exhaustion [31]. Also, lack of social support from
the supervisor is positively associated with emotional
exhaustion and depersonalization, and negatively
linked to personal accomplishment [34]. Shaufeli
[47] confirm that social support deprived of reciprocity leads to a depletion of emotional resources
and, consequently, to emotional exhaustion. In their
longitudinal study, Van der Ploeg [34] show that
poor social support from supervisors and work colleagues increases emotional exhaustion, leading to
depersonalization and the loss of personal accomplishment. On the other hand, other studies report
the absence of a significant relationship between
social support in the workplace, and the emergence of
burnout [48].
These associations have not been studied in a technological context. Furthermore, studies have shown
that technology may be an expansion factor of
work collectives, but also an isolation factor that
affects social support in the workplace, namely, direct
exchange, sociability among colleagues, mutual aid
relations, and cooperation [49]. Employees may be
very close physically, yet at the same time, very
distant socially. Capgemini Consulting (2010) suggest that technology may cannibalize human relations
in the workplace, depersonalize relations between
employees and further impoverish social ties between
employees. In fact, mobile technologies and even
office technology often replace direct exchange
between employees and foster erosion within the
group [3]. This leads us to hypothesize that poor
social support in the workplace in a technologydriven environment affects employees’ health and
gives rise to burnout.
Hypothesis 4. In a technological context, a negative relationship exists between social support and
emotional exhaustion
Hypothesis 5. In a technological context, a positive relationship exists between social support and
personal accomplishment
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Fig. 1. Relations between DCS, burnout and intention to quit.

4. Association between burnout and intention
to quit
Meyer [50] define organizational involvement
as a psychological state that reflects the relationship between employees and their organization. An
employee who disengages from his or her company
manages to set aside feelings and relationships with
his colleagues and organization [11]. Fournier [51]
highlight that burnout has an impact on disengagement through a strong rejection of the organization’s
values. In other cases, the employee tends to view
the organization and entourage in a detached and
objective manner (depersonalization). This is a psychological escape mechanism, a means of adaptation
to cope with discontent towards the organization or
work colleagues [10, 52]. Thus, intention to quit is a
decision that may be linked to emotional exhaustion
[28], or to depersonalization, in which the employee
no longer expresses a moral duty (cynicism) towards
his or her work organization. In a technological context, this problem remains an almost unexplored field
of study. This leads us to hypothesize that:
Hypothesise 6. In a technological context, a positive relationship exists between emotional exhaustion
and intention to quit
Hypothesis 7. In a technological context, a positive relationship exists between depersonalization
and intention to quit. The conceptual model and
hypotheses are presented in Fig. 1.
5. Methodology
5.1. Data collection and sample characteristics
This study was conducted in a large Canadian
university facing problems related to increased absen-

teeism rates and an apparent increase in burnouts
among agents and advisors following the implementation of new study management software to
replace an older program. We used a mixed approach,
namely a qualitative data collection followed by a survey questionnaire. Qualitative methods (focus group,
analyses of the real work activity and exploration of
potential solutions at the end of the process) were
used in the first stages of research primarily to explore
the daily problems associated with this population
[Fournier et al., 2013].
This article is based on the data collected during the
quantitative phase. This phase was chosen because the
goal of the study is to quantify the impact of psychosocial factors on the appearance of burnout and intention
to quit. The targeted population initially consisted of
195 agents and advisors involved in study management who used the new study management software.
The list of employees was developed using the university employees’ telephone directory. At the time
of data collection, 11 employees were on long-term
leaves of absence (disability or maternity) were eliminated from this list. Data collection took place online
and anonymously. A postcard inviting employees to
complete the online questionnaire was sent via the university’s internal mail system. Two reminder emails
were sent to respondents, inviting them to complete
the survey. Finally, 112 people completed the online
survey for a response rate of 60.9%. This sample size
is less than the minimal sample size needed for a survey
conducted on a random sample, which is 130.1
The Research Ethics Committee on human beings
of our university approved the study and provided us
1 SS = (Z-score)2 * p*(1-p)/(margin of error)2 . SS = (1.96)2 *
0.5*(1-0.5)/(0.05)2 . SS = 384 SS adjusted = (SS)/1 + [(SS – 1)/population] =(384)/1 + [(384 – 1)/196] = 130 (Z-score is 1.96 for a 95%
confidence level).
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with a certificate of compliance. All the agents and
advisors that agreed to complete the questionnaire
signed an informed Consent Form.
The final sample was made up of 50% of respondents aged between 46 and 55. Some 43% of the
respondents lived with a spouse and had dependent
children, while 12.5% lived alone and with no dependent child. The sample contained 104 women (92.9%
of respondents). The majority of the respondents
(72.4%) had a university or college-level degree.
Also, (86.7%) of the respondents were permanent
employees. Almost all the respondents (94.6%) spent
most of their time at work on study management and
were big users of the new software.

5.2. Measurement of constructs
The three dimensions of burnout were measured
using the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) of
Maslach & Jackson [1981, 1986]. This inventory is
widely used in the literature and its reliability and
validity have been confirmed in several countries and
in various sectors of employment [53, 54]. For example, Poghosyan [54] examined the instrument in eight
countries (United States, Canada, United Kingdom,
Germany, New Zealand, Japan, Russia and Armenia) and reported reliability coefficients exceeding
(0.70). The MBI consists of 22 statements: emotional exhaustion (9 statements), depersonalization
(5 statements) and personal accomplishment (8 statements). Seven possible answers to each statement
were retained: never (0), a few times per year (1),
once a month (2), a few times per month (3), once
a week (4), a few times per week (5), every day
or always (6). For emotional exhaustion, the scoring results total of the nine statements determines its
level. A total of 17 or less is equivalent to low-level
burnout. A total between 18 and 29 inclusive refers to
moderate burnout. A total over 30 refers to high-level
burnout. For depersonalization, the scoring results
total of the five statements is used to identify three
levels of depersonalization: low (total of 5 or less),
moderate (total between 6 and 11) and high (total of
12 and more). Finally, for personal accomplishment
the level is low when the score is 40 or more, moderate when the total is between 34 and 39 and high
when the total is 33 or less.
Psychological demand, decision latitude and social
support constructs were measured by 9.9 and 8 statements respectively, all taken from Karasek [55]. The
reliability of these instruments was confirmed by
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Table 1
Reliability of the measures
Construct
Decision latitude
Social support
Psychological demand
Emotional exhaustion
Depersonalization
Personal accomplishment
Intention to quit

Number of items Cronbach’s Alpha
9
8
9
5
5
8
5

0.701
0.913
0.803
0.901
0.730
0.688
0.825

Karasek [55] in a study carried out in four countries,
namely the United States, Canada, The Netherlands
and Japan. All the statements were measured using
a scale of four possible answers: strongly disagree
(1), disagree (2), agree (3) and strongly agree (4).
Finally, intention to quit was measured by five statements inspired by [56] and adapted to the study
context. For example, “I have definitely contemplated leaving the university since the introduction of
software name”. The scale consists of five possible
answers ranging from strongly disagree (1) to fully
agree [5].
6. Results
6.1. Reliability of the measuring instruments
Table 1 indicates Cronbach’s Alpha values for
each measure. All the scores exceeded the threshold of 0.70, except the “personal accomplishment”
construct with a score very close (0.688) to the threshold limit nonetheless. Therefore, the reliability of the
measuring instruments was deemed acceptable. The
results confirm scores reported in previous studies
and support the psychometric quality of the measuring instruments selected.
6.2. Model ﬁt
The conceptual framework and the research
hypotheses were tested using a structural equations
model and EQS (6.1) software. The maximumlikelihood method was applied to estimate the model
and corrected statistics used to address non-normal
data.
The evaluation of model fit was carried out on the
basis of several indicators: the Chi-square (χ2), Chisquare divided by the number of degrees of freedom
(χ2/ddl), Non-Normed Fit Index (NFI), Comparative Fit Index CFI, [57], Incremental Fit Index (IFI),
McDonald Fit Index (MFI), RMSEA and the Root
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Fig. 2. Results of the research hypotheses test.

Mean-Square Residual (RMSR). The value of the
S-Bχ2 index was not significant since the value p
(p = 0.073) was greater in terms of the risk of error
established at 0.05 at the onset of this study. The value
of S-Bχ2 divided by the number of degrees of freedom was less than 3 (S-Bχ2/ddl = 1.707). The index
values of IFI (0.910) and MFI (0.953) exceeded 0.90.
Only the index value of CFI was at the limit of acceptability (0.895). Finally, the values of RMR (0.045)
and RMSEA (0.099) were below 0.10. Overall, these
results confirmed the goodness of fit of the model
with the data observed.
6.3. Veriﬁcation of research hypotheses
The results of the research hypotheses test are presented in Fig. 2. Hypothesis (1) is confirmed because
a positive (␤ = 0.447) and significant (t = 4.445) association exists between psychological demand and
emotional exhaustion. The effect of decision latitude
on personal accomplishment is positive (␤ = 0.375)
and significant (t = 3.522) which confirms Hypothesis (2). Hypothesis (3) is not supported because the
effect of decision latitude on depersonalization is not
significant (␤ = –0.087; t = –0.732). The impact of
social support on emotional exhaustion is negative
and significant (␤ = –0.240; t = –2.390), which confirms Hypothesis (4). The results also show a positive
(␤ = 0.208) and significant (t = 1.952)2 effect of social
support on personal accomplishment which confirms
Hypothesis (5). The effect of emotional exhaustion
on intention to quit is positive (␤ = 0.239) and significant (t = 2.098), thereby confirming Hypothesis (6).
2 The value of 1.952 is very close to the critical value of
1.96 of the Student’s t-test. Therefore, the relation is considered
significant.

Finally, Hypothesis (7) is confirmed by a positive and
significant effect of depersonalization on intention to
quit (␤ = 0.251; t = –2.209).
7. Discussion
The purpose of this study was to expand knowledge on the impact of psychosocial risks on the
emergence of burnout and intention to quit. This
study differs from previous studies owing to its integrated conceptual framework and to the particular
context of its field of study, the introduction of new
technology.
The results of this study confirm that psychological demand is positively associated with emotional
exhaustion. The study supports the results of previous researches with respect to the impact of increased
psychological demand on burnout and emotional
exhaustion, in particular [44]. In the context of the
introduction of a new technology (new study management software), employees (agents and advisors)
are subject to new requirements and must cope
with all the inconveniences associated with learning
new functions and various applications, data transfer
and work modeling. Obviously, this learning process must take place while continuing to respond
to the immediate requests of service users (students
and other employees in other university sectors) and
ensuring a high standard of quality service. The situation would appear to be sufficient for psychological
strain, and emotional exhaustion in particular, to
surface.
This study highlights the role of social support
at work and, above all, the negative effect of social
support at work on emotional exhaustion. Thus, support from superiors and work colleagues contributes
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to reducing emotional exhaustion caused by strong
psychological demand. Previous research has shown
that instrumental support (material) and emotional
support mitigate the negative consequences of a
pathogenic work environment [58]. Indeed, these two
types of support counterbalance the negative consequences of psychological stress dependant, in turn,
on social and psychological integration and the confidence shown by colleagues and supervisors [58].
Indeed, a poor relationship between subordinates and
supervisors or between work colleagues, friction, and
continuous misunderstandings can generate feelings
of stress and emotional exhaustion.
The results show that support in the workplace does
not significantly decrease psychological demand,
therefore does not dampen perceptions of a heavy
workload. In the context of this study, the stress
caused by difficulties associated with using the
new study management software and some employees’ aversion to technology increase psychological
demand in the workplace. The effect of psychological
demand on emotional exhaustion is counterbalanced
in part by the support that agents and advisors receive
from colleagues and supervisors. Social support in the
workplace helps alleviate the effect of psychological
demand on emotional exhaustion without eliminating
it completely. Indeed, the results show that the weight
of the impact of psychological demand on emotional
exhaustion is almost twice as great as that of social
support at work on emotional exhaustion (0.447 vs.
0.240).
Social support at work also influences personal
accomplishment. The results obtained support those
reported by Sargent [58], in that employees working under conditions of high organizational support
report greater satisfaction in the workplace and less
loss of personal accomplishment. This study shows
that social relations at work have an impact on
stress in the workplace, independent of psychological demand and decision latitude. The study
supports a direct and negative impact of social support on emotional exhaustion and draws attention
to personal accomplishment. Consequently, social
support at work is a regulating factor of burnout,
since it reduces emotional exhaustion and emphasizes personal accomplishment. Our results confirm
the relationships found in the literature [59, 60].
Although not a cure-all for all psychological health
problems, social support at work remains a key mitigating factor of stress and burnout. Social support
plays an important role in the introduction of new
technology.
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This study also shows that burnout, namely
emotional exhaustion and depersonalization, lead
a person to quit, which confirms results observed
in previous studies [10]. Emotional exhaustion and
depersonalization are reflections of psychological
stress experienced in the workplace, amplified by the
effect of an accumulation of working circumstances.
Burnout renders an employee vulnerable and instills
in him a desire to leave his job.
The adoption of new technology and innovation
in an organization system (services and production
processes) increases its performance and efficiency.
However, the introduction stage of a new technology is accompanied with an increase in perceived
workload among employees. The workload demand
change may have a detrimental impact on the different dimensions of burnout and influence employees’
health [22]. Future research is encouraged to integrate
the impact of new technology adoption on employee’s
mental health (e.g., anxiety and depression) and physical health (e.g., cardiovascular disease).
After the introduction of the new software system,
the disadvantages of technology combined with
organizational factors affecting employees and
the work organization, should be identified and
addressed. This assessment framework is necessary
in the event of a deterioration of working conditions
and the emergence of psychological stress that
impedes the work process, as is truly the case of
our research sample made up of study management
agents and advisors.

8. Limitations
This study highlights the impact of the psychosocial environment on burnout. However, the literature
reports that burnout is also influenced by employees’ individual characteristics. It would be interesting
if future studies were to integrate these variables to
examine their direct or even moderating effects.
In this research, the size of the population under
study and the number of observations obtained did
not allow us to consider integrating and evaluating individual characteristics with regard to various
relationships between the working environment and
burnout. The use of larger databases might allow
an assessment of the nature of the effect on these
individual characteristics using Analysis of variance
and multi-group structural equation modeling. Future
researches is encouraged to test the effect of individual characteristics (e.g., age, family situation,
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years of work experience, personality, and technology
acceptance/aversion) and occupational characteristics. For instance, previous research reported a
significant effect of occupational characteristics [22],
psychological characteristics (e.g., personality [23]),
and demographic characteristics [21, 61] on burnout
dimensions (emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and professional efficacy).
This study focuses on the adoption of a specific technology. Future studies would generalize the
model to other types of new technologies and different degrees of innovation. This research provides
a starting point for future research examining the
consequences of new technology implementation on
employee’s health.
This research used data collected after the implementation of new technology. It would be interesting
if future research were to test the conceptual framework on the basis of data collected in three phases:
before, during, and after the introduction of new technology. A longitudinal study might then examine
the evolution in the levels of the three dimensions of burnout and their impact on intention
to quit.

9. Implications for practice
Burnout is a complex phenomenon, characterized
by emotional exhaustion, reduced personal accomplishment (or ineffectiveness), and depersonalization
(or cynicism) Burnout is caused by many workplace
factors such as increase in psychological demand,
decrease in latitude decision (or control) and social
support.
Burnout has a detrimental effect on the organization’s productivity. The academic literature support
burnout effects on mental health, physical health, job
performance, and absenteeism. Burnout has also a
negative impact on employee’s intention of leaving,
leading to increase in turnover and costs of filling
positions and training new employees. Practitioners
should be aware of the reality of this syndrome and
develop preventive measures to reduce the level of
burnout and its negative consequences on employee
health and commitment, by early identification of
occupational factors that may cause its emergence
among employees.
This research emphasize s the impact of the
implementation of new technology on the perception of psychological demand. Despite the positive
effect of new technology on organization perfor-

mance (e.g., enhancing productivity, offer value, and
service quality), the first stage of implementation
increase occupational stressors, requiring significant efforts by employees to familiarize themselves
with the new technology and use it in day-today operations. Employees should be provided
the necessary training and the required resources
to realize the tasks and meet the organizations
expectations.
This research underscores the importance of social
support, from both supervisors and peers, in decreasing burnout. Social support attenuates the effects of
higher psychological demand on burnout. Managers
should encourage the development of brief frequent
teamwork meetings and exchanges among employees, and between employees and their immediate
supervisors.
Indeed, frontline managers and supervisors should
be trained to be aware of the symptoms and indicators of burnout (e.g., anxiety, frustration, attitude
change, increased absenteeism, and job satisfaction
and productivity) and of how to prevent this syndrome among employees. Organizations who intend
to adopt new technologies (e.g., new devices, applications, and software) should develop program training
for both the use of this new technology and the
prevention of its negative impact on occupation
stressors.

10. Conclusion
In conclusion, the few studies that raise the negative consequences of technology on quality of life
in the workplace, and particularly on health, have not
succeeded in establishing a direct link between a deterioration of health and the use of technology. This is
due to the fact that there are few epidemiological studies on the direct consequences of the use of ITC on
health. This study does not empirically examine the
impact of the perception of a new management technology tool on organizational factors, burnout and
intention to quit. It would be interesting to integrate
the technology variable into future research in order
to validate its impact on the psychosocial environment in the workplace and, above all, the intention to
quit.
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